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Partition Doctor is an advanced, multifunctional partition recovery tool that can make your life a
lot easier by helping you recover data from inaccessible and even lost partitions. The software is

packed with numerous tools and features that can enable you to not only scan your partition but to
recover lost partitions, fix damaged hard drives, and even identify and fix corruptions in your
system files. If you are looking for a reliable and powerful data recovery tool that can come in

handy when working with both Windows and Linux partitions, then Partition Doctor is the one for
you. Partition Doctor main features: Advanced partition recovery and data recovery tools

Identifies and restores files, folders, system structures, as well as user-specified partitions (e.g.,
NTFS, MFT, MBR, FAT, HFS, and EXT) on NTFS, FAT, and FAT32 partitions. Simultaneously
checks a wide range of file system parameters on NTFS and FAT partitions. Forces you to define

file system parameters on NTFS and FAT partitions. Recovers lost data from inaccessible
partitions as well as from inaccessible disks in the event that your partition has become

inaccessible. Has an intuitive wizard that enables you to quickly scan and restore lost files, folders,
and partitions. Identifies and scans damaged partitions. Restores and repairs access to damaged
partitions. The software supports file system and partition parameters, as well as file system and

partition scans. Recovers data from FAT, NTFS, and FAT32 partitions. Works with both
Windows and Linux partitions. Multi-functional partition recovery tool that can scan and repair
files, folders, and system structures on NTFS, FAT, and FAT32 partitions. Analyzes partition
tables and file systems in a bid to recover data on inaccessible partitions. Recovers lost data on
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inaccessible partitions as well as on inaccessible disks. Recovers lost files, folders, and system
structures on NTFS, FAT, and FAT32 partitions. Ensures you to define the file system and

partition parameters on NTFS and FAT partitions. Provides an intuitive wizard for quick data
recovery. Scans partitions for missing files, folders, or system structures. Views file attributes, file
system, and MFT data. Uses advanced data recovery technologies to locate and recover files. The
software displays possible recovery results on the fly. The software supports all file types on both

FAT and NTFS partitions.
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KEYMACRO is an advanced and easy-to-use program designed to generate unique and secure
passwords with ease. It has a friendly interface and supports multiple languages and platforms.

KEYMACRO is very useful for writing, storing and keeping your passwords safe, especially when
using online services or banking apps. FEATURES: - Generate unique passwords, use them to log
in your accounts, protect your bank account, password manager, social media, search engine, etc. -
Generate, save, edit and reset your passwords, easily and conveniently - Generate passwords with

strong and unique strength - Support multiple languages - Generate passwords for Windows,
Linux and Mac OS X - Import data from Windows, Apple Notes and KeePass - Import from

standard text files - Edit your password with a maximum of 20 characters - Generate your
passphrase in 3 different languages - Import passwords from external encrypted text files -

Generate your passphrase automatically by selecting some letters and numbers - Generate your
passphrase with a random password generator - Support for all major types of passwords - Your

passwords are stored in a secure database (Not saved in plain text) - Easy and secure management
of your passwords with a nice interface - Save your password in a standard, configurable format,
or save it in a database - Export your passwords in standard, configurable format, or save them in

a database - Export your passwords to encrypted text files - More than 35 different categories
(including alphanumeric, special characters, etc.) - More than 300 language combinations - Import
passwords from Windows, KeePass, Notes, etc. - Import your passwords from external encrypted

text files - Generate your passwords with a random password generator - Generate your
passphrase automatically by selecting some letters and numbers - Generate your passphrase with a

random password generator - Generate your passphrase with a random number generator -
Generate your password with a random number generator - Import your passphrase automatically
from external encrypted text files - Export your passwords and passphrase to external encrypted

text files - Generate your passwords with a password generator - Generate your passphrase with a
password generator - Import your passwords and passphrase from external encrypted text files -
Export your passwords and passphrase to external encrypted text files - Generate your password
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with a password generator - Generate your passphrase with a password generator - Generate your
password with a password generator 77a5ca646e
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A superb professional multi-channel macro recorder software, let you record any keystroke,
mouse and screen shots of your computer. It is the most powerful macro recorder you can have. It
records every detail of your keyboard or mouse movements. KEYMACRO captures: - Any
keystroke, mouse click and mouse movements (even if you move the mouse in a hidden window);
- Screen shots of whatever you select; - Password and access keystrokes for database applications
(including MySQL, SQL Server, Oracle); - Browser bookmarks (including IE, Chrome, Firefox,
Safari and many more); - Any search or browser text box. KEYMACRO gives you unlimited
storage capacity for all recorded files. You can also export all data to a Zip archive (a special
format for computer archives) or send them as Email attachments. There is a built-in editor for
the recorded files, so you can edit the data, and/or sort, cut and paste the records to any desired
files. There is an option to add additional sound files to the recorded tracks (such as the Windows
startup sound, or the Windows task manager sound, or any other sounds you might like). You may
also export and/or compress the data to help you to protect your data. If you lost your data or
wanted to backup your data, you can use KEYMACRO to create a Zip file (a special format for
computer archives) that can be used as a data backup. In that way, you will not need to store the
data on a floppy disk or CD. KEYMACRO will keep your data safe and secure. Key features: -
unlimited storage capacity - export to Zip archive (zip files can be used for data backups) - import
from ZIP archive - password protect your archive - record mouse clicks - record screen shots -
record keystrokes and mouse movements (even if you move the mouse in a hidden window) - edit
and export the recorded data - email the data - sort, cut and paste the data - record audio (with the
built-in sound editor) - password protect the data - record sound files - export and compress the
data - record the Windows startup sound - record the Windows task manager sound - record any
sounds you like - record images - import data from Zip archive - password protect the data -
record Internet Explorer bookmarks - record browser history - record any text box (useful if you

What's New In?

Partition Doctor is a unique and powerful tool for recovering files, partitions, and disk structures
from several file systems. Recovery and repair processes Partition Doctor's recovery process can
be conveniently divided into three steps: 1. "Detect and scan". Scanning of the disk for lost files
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and related structures and reconstruction of the inaccessible one using the "rebuild" option. 2.
"Recover lost files". The "recovery" step scans the disk for files that have been deleted from the
Windows partition but not from any other 3.Partition Doctor 6.7.2 Partition Doctor is a unique
and powerful tool for recovering files, partitions, and disk structures from several file systems.
Recovery and repair processes Partition Doctor's recovery process can be conveniently divided
into three steps: 1. "Detect and scan". Scanning of the disk for lost files and related structures and
reconstruction of the inaccessible one using the "rebuild" option. 2. "Recover lost files". The
"recovery" step scans the disk for files that have been deleted from the Windows partition but not
from any other 3.Other Software for Disk Recovery The best disk recovery software for Windows
7, Windows 8 and Windows Vista - CCleaner CCleaner is the number one program to clean up
your computer. It is a free disk space utility that lets you clean cache, cookies, history, and other
items off your computer that you don't need and you do not want. It also cleans out your
temporary Internet files, so you can enjoy the web with more speed and your hard drive will be
free up space to store more. CCleaner is such a reliable and popular application that millions of
users depend on it to clean up their Windows system. In fact, it is one of the most popular and free
programs that you can find in the Software Center. CCleaner helps you quickly clean and fix
problems related to your Windows, free up disk space, optimize your system for best
performance, remove unused program and files, and much more. If you need to remove ads, it
also has a program that lets you block specific ads. There is a free program that lets you download
and use your favorite freeware, shareware and also the source code of those programs. CCleaner
is a program that cleans up the most things on your computer at once. With it, you can clean
caches, cookies, temporary files, history, and many more. You can run CCleaner regularly, or you
can schedule it to clean up at specified times. There are two available version of the application.
One is an installer version, which has many options to set up. The other one is just a setup
program which you can start from the Control Panel after installation. You can choose which
version you want to use.
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10, Windows 8.1 or Windows 7 CPU: 2.6GHz quad-core processor or
better RAM: 2GB or more GPU: DirectX 11 graphics card HDD: 25GB free space Recommend:
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